All images and input files used for this manuscript are available from the OSF database (accession number: 8kv35, link: <https://osf.io/8kv35/>). Source code is available through GitHub (link: <https://github.com/FordyceLab/MRBLEs>).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

In traditional 'single-plex' assays, each set of potential interactions between 2 macromolecules (*e*.*g*. binding of a protein to DNA or another protein) is assessed in a single volume, with some readout to indicate whether or not a reaction has occurred. Multiplexing technologies enable the measurement of many analytes of interest within a single small volume, thereby saving precious reagents and reducing the cost and labor associated with each assay. Multiplexed bead-based assays, in particular, have been used for a wide range of applications in both research and diagnostics \[[@pone.0203725.ref001]--[@pone.0203725.ref008]\] In these assays, different analytes are tethered to beads with a one-to-one linkage between analyte and beads. Bead-bound analyte libraries can then be pooled and tested in parallel for reaction with a probe molecule (*e*.*g*. testing protein binding or oligonucleotide hybridization to bead-bound peptides or oligos). Beads provide a support for solid-phase chemical synthesis (*e*.*g*. peptide or oligonucleotide synthesis), enabling rapid, precise, and low-cost library generation \[[@pone.0203725.ref009]\]. In addition, bead-based assays allow near-solution phase kinetics for measurement of up to hundreds of analytes simultaneously in volumes as low as 20 μL, with similar or better sensitivity and specificity relative to ELISA \[[@pone.0203725.ref001],[@pone.0203725.ref010],[@pone.0203725.ref011]\]. Finally, each assay can include many bead replicates for a particular analyte, reducing measurement error and enhancing the ability to detect subtle quantitative differences between analytes.

Multiplexing bead-based assays requires the ability to reliably identify all bead-bound analytes. This can be accomplished via a 'one-code-one-compound' approach in which beads are encoded and each analyte is tethered to or synthesized on beads bearing a different code ([Fig 1A](#pone.0203725.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0203725.ref009]\]. Various encoding strategies exist, including chemical encoding (in which beads are tagged with distinct chemical compounds) \[[@pone.0203725.ref001]\] and optical encoding (in which beads are produced with multiple shapes, embedded colors, or both) \[[@pone.0203725.ref012]\]. Optical encoding allows bead codes to be identified via imaging without a need for equipment-intensive downstream analysis (*e*.*g*. mass spectrometry or sequencing). In addition, optical encoding allows nondestructive code identification, facilitating kinetic monitoring of on-bead activity throughout an experiment. Finally, optically-encoded beads can be imaged with relatively cheap, or even mobile, equipment such as low-cost hyperspectral cameras, potentially enabling point-of-care applications \[[@pone.0203725.ref013]\].

![Overview of the experimental and analysis pipeline.\
**A)** Diagram of the MRBLE library assay. **B)** Photograph and optics schematic of the imaging setup (left) and overview of data analysis pipeline (right). AL = arc lamp; LE = LED light engine; LLG = liquid light guide; CM = condenser mount; FC = focusing collimator; S = sample and stage; F = UV blocking filter mounted on top of the objective within a 3D printed holder; obj = CFI Plan Achromat 4x objective, NA of 0.2; FT = filter turret; M = mirror; FW = filter wheel; EMCCD = Andor iXon EMCCD camera. **C)** From left to right: bright-field image of MBRLEs; images of the 9 emission channels for decoding; image of the Cy5 channel used for assay quantification. **D)** Close-ups of bright-field image of MBRLEs; one emission channel (620 nm, which corresponds to a specific peak in Europium); and image of the Cy5 channel used for assay quantification.](pone.0203725.g001){#pone.0203725.g001}

We recently developed a novel technology for producing spectrally encoded beads, which we term MRBLEs ([M]{.ul}icrospheres with [R]{.ul}atiometric [B]{.ul}arcode [L]{.ul}anthanide [E]{.ul}ncoding). In this approach, microspheres are encoded via the ratiometric incorporation of lanthanide nanophosphors (LNP) particles. Compared to organic fluorophores or quantum dots, LNPs have very narrow emission spectra, making it possible to mix different LNPs together at multiple ratios and accurately deconvolve the spectral contributions from each species to 'read' codes. Multiple LNPs can be excited at a single wavelength (292 nm) that is spectrally well-separated from wavelengths used to excite organic fluorophores, preserving the ability to detect up to 3 different types of fluorescently-labeled molecules bound to encoded beads in a single assay \[[@pone.0203725.ref014]\]. Finally, ratiometric code sets composed of LNP mixtures establish that the intensity and wavelength of LNP emission is insensitive to the presence of other LNPs or LNP species within a bead, likely due to the large spectral separation between excitation and emission wavelengths \[[@pone.0203725.ref015],[@pone.0203725.ref016]\]. This behavior differs from that of organic fluorophores and quantum dots, which may transfer energy to one another via fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) or photon reabsorption when confined within a small volume \[[@pone.0203725.ref017]\]. Using standard 'downconverting' LNPs that emit light in the visible range when excited with deep UV light, we recently demonstrated the ability to produce and resolve MRBLEs containing \> 1,100 distinct spectral codes \[[@pone.0203725.ref015]\]. In future work, even larger code spaces could be generated by creating spectral codes from mixtures of these 'downconverting' LNPs and 'upconverting' LNPs that absorb two or more low energy photons when excited via infrared light and then emit a single photon at higher energy via an anti-Stokes mechanism \[[@pone.0203725.ref018],[@pone.0203725.ref019]\].

Accessing the large code spaces possible with LNP-based encoding requires collecting sufficient photons from each bead to limit shot noise and accurately discriminate between many different intensity levels. LNP emission lifetimes on the order of μs to ms (more than \~ 1,000-fold slower than fluorescence emission) \[[@pone.0203725.ref020]\]. As a result, sufficient photons cannot be collected via traditional flow cytometry, in which beads traverse photon detectors over short transit times (\~ 10 μs). Instead, beads can be imaged via microscopy with imaging times in each LNP channel adjusted to allow discrimination of the required number of LNP intensity levels while maximizing overall throughput. Identifying analytes and measuring binding therefore requires the development of image processing software capable of identifying individual beads from microscopy images, quantifying fluorescent material bound to each bead, and calculating ratios of embedded LNPs to identify the bead code and thus, the identity of the bound analyte ([Fig 1B](#pone.0203725.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Identifying bead codes and quantifying binding additionally requires segmentation of each bead into an outer shell and an inner core, as LNPs that comprise the embedded spectral codes are located within the central core, while bound probes produce a ring of fluorescence around the outer bead margins ([Fig 1C and 1D](#pone.0203725.g001){ref-type="fig"}). While multiple commercial software packages exist for decoding ratiometric spectral codes (*e*.*g*. BD FCAP, Illumina xPONENT, Bio-Rad Bio-Plex), these are optimized for flow cytometry data rather than images and are therefore incompatible with the use of LNPs. In addition, these commercial packages are closed-source, preventing critical modifications required for development of new assays.

Here, we present *mrbles*, an open-source software package for analysis of images acquired from multiplexed bioassays using spectrally encoded beads. This software is written in Python, a widely-used open-source programming language, and accompanied by an example Jupyter Notebook to be accessible even to users with limited programming experience. While we present this package as a method for decoding MRBLEs, *mrbles* should be broadly applicable to decoding and quantifying binding to unencoded beads as well as beads embedded with any ratiometric codes, including those based on organic fluorophores or quantum dots. Therefore, the analysis can be used for a wide range of potential applications, from imaging bead-bound libraries incubated with different concentrations of fluorescently-labeled macromolecules to extract binding affinities in high-throughput to imaging bead-bound libraries over time to extract binding kinetics. Unlike commercial software packages, which require images and inputs generated from proprietary commercial hardware, the *mrbles* package is compatible with a wide variety of inputs.

Program description {#sec002}
===================

*The mrbles* analysis package is designed to automate image analysis and data extraction for multiplexed bioassays and to provide subsequent quality control, data analysis, and visualization tools. The software is set up in a modular fashion to provide data from each step in the pipeline, thereby enhancing generalizability ([Fig 2](#pone.0203725.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Diagram of analysis pipeline.\
Depicted are the top-level classes of the pipeline module, the required input data, and the various data output steps.](pone.0203725.g002){#pone.0203725.g002}

Overview of the *mrbles* package architecture {#sec003}
---------------------------------------------

The *mrbles* package contains four main modules (files): [data]{.ul}, for the data structure classes and methods; [core]{.ul}, for the core functionality and algorithms; [report]{.ul}, for the quality control reports; and [pipeline]{.ul}, for the front end of the analysis package. The analysis pipeline includes the following classes for step-by-step analysis (as diagrammed in [Fig 2](#pone.0203725.g002){ref-type="fig"}):

1.  *mrbles*.*Images*, for loading multiple image sets;

2.  *mrbles*.*Find*, for finding beads and segmenting them into regions;

3.  *mrbles*.*References*, for creating the reference spectra;

4.  *mrbles*.*Ratio*, for generating spectrally unmixed and ratiometric images in individual coding channels;

5.  *mrbles*.*Extract*, for per-MRBLE intensity extraction using regions from *mrbles*.*Find* and unmixed and ratiometric images from *mrbles*.*Ratio*;

6.  *mrbles*.*Decode*, for identifying the code within each MRBLE; and

7.  *mrbles*.*Analyze*, for per-code statistical parameters and generation of per-bead quality control reports.

Loading multidimensional images via *mrbles*.*Images* {#sec004}
-----------------------------------------------------

To begin any bead analysis, acquired images must be loaded into Python. Although all assays will likely contain images acquired at multiple slide locations (to capture information about all beads in the assay), the number of channels and number of images acquired at each location will vary based on the hardware used and the type of assay performed. For example, simple bead finding from bright-field images requires only a single image at each location, while full analysis of analyte binding to spectrally encoded beads requires a bright-field image (for bead finding), a variable number of images to identify embedded spectral codes (\~ 9 LNP emission images for decoding MRBLEs), and a variable number of fluorescence images (1--3, depending on the number of fluorophores used to detect bound material). In the current instrument used for imaging MRBLEs ([Fig 1B](#pone.0203725.g001){ref-type="fig"}), deep UV light from a xenon arc lamp for LNP excitation is directed towards the sample from above via a UV liquid light guide mounted on the condenser of an inverted microscope; an LED light engine provides fluorescence excitation light from below via a liquid light guide directed onto a dichroic within a motorized filter turret. UV excitation from above eliminates the need for UV-transparent objectives and reduces optics-associated background luminescence \[[@pone.0203725.ref021]\]. Emitted fluorescence from organic dyes is filtered via dichroics mounted in the filter turret, and emitted luminescence from LNPs is filtered via band pass filters mounted in a motorized filter wheel upstream of an EMCCD camera. MRBLEs are imaged with a low-NA objective (CFI Plan Achromat CFI 4x objective with an NA of 0.2 and a working distance of 20 mm) to minimize sensitivity to the focal position. Beads should be imaged in a monolayer to allow accurate quantification of luminescence and fluorescence intensities associated with each bead.

The *mrbles*.*Images* class provides a flexible method for handling the import of these various image formats for downstream analysis. For analyzing MRBLEs, this class can import OME-TIFF hyperstacks acquired using μManager \[[@pone.0203725.ref022]\] and convert them into a *mrbles* data frame for use throughout the rest of the pipeline. Using a user-provided folder and file pattern defined with regular expressions (regex), the class loads all images within the folder and extracts image metadata to allow specific images to be called later by file number and channel name using standard syntax (e.g. images\[1, "Bright-field"\]).

In the absence of OME-TIFF hyperstack images (*e*.*g*. if users only have a single image for bead finding from bright-field images, or users acquired images with a different acquisition software), the *mrbles*.*Images* class can alternately load user-provided multidimensional NumPy arrays in a Python dictionary with an optional list of names for each channel.

Loading images takes several minutes, depending on the amount of image data and the hardware used. To streamline image analysis and allow efficient processing of data sets containing multiple measurement conditions, multiple image sets can be loaded. Additional information about data input, required syntax, additional methods, and examples for *mrbles*.*Images* is available within the class documentation and the Github repository.

Identifying and segmenting MRBLEs via *mrbles*.*Find* {#sec005}
-----------------------------------------------------

Extracting quantitative information from individual beads requires the ability to reliably identify beads, even when packed together, while excluding other small contaminants (*e*.*g*. dust particles). Under bright-field illumination, MRBLEs appear as dark rings visible within a bright background ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pone.0203725.g003){ref-type="fig"}), allowing bead identification via a simple thresholding procedure in which all pixels that exceed a particular value are used to define bead margins. Unlike traditional circle finding methods (*e*.*g*. Hough transform), this preserves morphological information about each MRBLE that can be used in downstream filtering to eliminate unwanted particles. The use of bright-field images to identify beads renders the *mrbles* package compatible with assays imaged with low-cost bright-field illumination. To ensure that bead finding is robust and reproducible across different microscope configurations, we tested bead finding using bright field images obtained using transmission illumination from above the sample as well as using illumination reflected via a dichroic mirror positioned within a filter turret below the sample. Both sets of sample images are included as supplementary information. The software also includes built-in functionality to enable bead finding via a simple circle finding method (as demonstrated in the example Jupyter notebook).

![Images depicting the overlay of the assay region and various channels.\
**A)** bright-field image used for find the beads; **B)** cut-outs of fluorescent (Cy5) channel, bright-field, found ring region, and unmixed Europium channel; **C)** final mask depicting the whole region of each individual bead; **D)** zoomed-in region of the different mask regions generated from the mrbles.Find class. The color (a unique number) indicates the distinct region for one particular MRBLE. This color matches among the different masks and is unique to each identified MRBLE in these images. Dark blue represents the background.](pone.0203725.g003){#pone.0203725.g003}

Successfully delineating bead margins via intensity thresholding requires an appropriate threshold value, which can vary across the image due to local differences in illumination intensity. The *mrbles* package accounts for any local heterogeneity through the use of an adaptive Gaussian thresholding algorithm \[[@pone.0203725.ref023]\]. All pixels exceeding this threshold are used to create a binary mask that simultaneously identifies all beads in an image and identifies: (1) all pixels associated with that bead, (2) pixels defining an outer bead ring (representing the bead shell), (3) pixels fully enclosed by this ring (representing the bead interior), and (4) pixels just outside this ring (representing the local background) ([Fig 3B--3D](#pone.0203725.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

Imaging densely packed bead samples improves overall assay throughput but poses additional image processing challenges. Beads in close proximity to one another have contiguous edges, yet pixels must be uniquely assigned to a single bead for downstream analysis. To do this, *mrbles*.*Find* employs a watershed algorithm that begins with the set of 'interior' pixels and then expands outward pixel-by-pixel until it touches either the edge of the identified bead ring or touches another assigned expanded bead region. At this point, the expansion stops, ensuring that closely packed beads are properly segmented from one another and each pixel is uniquely assigned to a single bead. An advantage of this watershed-based method is that it allows finding of irregularly shaped (non-circular) objects and returns information about object asymmetry that can then be used to filter or enumerate unwanted objects (*e*.*g*. air bubbles or bead aggregates). After bead identification, all beads within each image are given a tracking number according to their location. This number, in combination with the image file number, allows unique tracking of each identified bead and all bead-associated data throughout the analysis process.

For experiments seeking to enumerate beads in bright-field images and quantify their size and geometry, the pipeline can be stopped at this point. Each bead object contains a variety of useful information, including: (1) pixels associated with each of 4 bead regions (whole, core, ring, and background) (2) bead centroid location, and (3) bead morphology information (*e*.*g*. eccentricity, area, diameter). The associated pixel regions can be inspected by viewing the mask 'images' ([Fig 3D](#pone.0203725.g003){ref-type="fig"}) and are accessed using the same standard syntax as mentioned in the previous section (e.g. find_beads\['Set A', 3, 'mask_ring'\]). All numerical (tabular) centroid and morphology data is stored in a Pandas dataframe, which can be used for further analysis within the Jupyter notebook or output to standard text file format (*e*.*g*. csv, see Pandas package for documentation and *mrbles* GitHub repository for examples).

Quantifying bound fluorescent material via *mrbles*.*Extract* {#sec006}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In bead-based binding assays, the strength of binding is determined by quantifying the intensity of fluorescently-labeled material bound to each bead \[[@pone.0203725.ref014],[@pone.0203725.ref015]\]. The effective pore size within polymerized MRBLE hydrogels is small, sterically excluding large fluorescently-labeled probes (*e*.*g*. antibodies, proteins, and oligonucleotides). As a result, bound fluorescent proteins or oligonucleotides appear as a thin bright ring around the perimeter ([Fig 3B](#pone.0203725.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In MRBLE assays, these bright fluorescent pixels are the same as those delineating bead margins in the bright-field channel ([Fig 3B](#pone.0203725.g003){ref-type="fig"}), allowing bound fluorescence to be quantified by calculating the median fluorescence intensity for all pixels in the outer bead 'ring' segment identified by *mrbles*.*Find*.

The ultimate dynamic range and sensitivity of the assay depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of this median fluorescence intensity relative to the surrounding background. Fluorescence excitation using an LED or lamp-based light source can result in large spatial variations in the intensity of excitation across a sample field of view \[[@pone.0203725.ref024],[@pone.0203725.ref025]\]. The *mrbles*.*Images* and *mrbles*.*Extract* classes allow normalization of these spatial variations by dividing experimental images by a flat-field 'correction' image of a highly concentrated dye sample \[[@pone.0203725.ref024],[@pone.0203725.ref025]\] and using these corrected images to normalize fluorescence intensities across regions. The *mrbles*.*Images* class also allows users to specify a particular cropped region of interest (ROI) within each image. While a flat-field correction can compensate for systematic position-specific differences in excitation or collection efficiency, other experimental factors (*e*.*g*. dust, reflections, or slight tilting of the slide) can also skew local fluorescence signals. To account for these local variations and enhance discrimination of weak binding from background, *mrbles*.*Extract* performs a local background subtraction using the background region defined for each bead in *mrbles*.*Find*.

The fluorescence quantification portion of the analysis adds several additional pieces of information to each previously defined bead object, including median unprocessed, background, and background-subtracted fluorescence intensities for each given fluorescence channel. In addition, the software can also return the total fluorescence intensity, depending on the chosen mask, and diameter for each bead object, making it possible for users to calculate fluorescence signal strength by summing the total intensity and normalizing by diameter.

Calculating reference spectra for use in linear unmixing using *mrbles*.*References* {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Isotropic spectral encoding can yield an extremely large code space, given by first approximation as *N = I*^*C*^, where *N* is the number of distinct spectral codes, *C* is the number of distinct coding species, and *I* is the number of intensity levels per coding species. Ratiometric encoding, in which one coding species is incorporated into all encoded particles, can enhance resolution of intensity levels by normalizing for small spatial differences in excitation intensity or photon collection efficiency. MRBLE spectral codes are generated by isotropically embedding multiple LNP species at different ratios within each bead, with one LNP species used as an internal fixed reference standard. To 'read' codes, measured intensities for each pixel across all channels are compared to 'reference' spectra for individual LNPs alone and a linear unmixing algorithm is used to identify the linear combination of LNPs most likely to have produced the observed pattern \[[@pone.0203725.ref016]\]. The *mrbles*.*References* class provides the code required to calculate or load these 'reference' spectra.

For MRBLE analysis, reference spectra are typically generated by synthesizing MRBLEs containing the maximum possible amount of each LNP alone and imaging them under standard experimental imaging conditions. The *mrbles*.*References* class loads these image stacks, finds beads within the bright-field images and segments each bead into regions (as described above), calculates the median pixel intensities within the 'core' of all found MRBLEs at each luminescent emission wavelength (435, 474, 536, 546, 572, 620, 630, 650, and 780 nm, under 292 nm deep UV excitation) \[[@pone.0203725.ref015]\], and stores these data in a Pandas dataframe. This analysis can be adapted to beads spectrally encoded via the ratiometric incorporation of other (non-LNP) luminescent materials by using custom channels for each reference, although successful decoding relies on an absence of significant spectral cross-talk between channels. In the event that reference bead images are not available, the *mrbles*.*References* class can also accept a delimited text file containing median intensities at each wavelength derived from fluorimetry or other methods.

MRBLE intensities observed under experimental conditions include contributions from LNPs as well as autofluorescence from slides, spectral bleed-through from fluorescence channels, and other residual background signals. Explicitly considering these contributions during linear unmixing improves the overall accuracy and confidence with which a bead can be assigned to a particular code. To generate this 'background' reference spectrum, the *mrbles*.*References* class calculates the median intensity of a user-defined region lacking beads from an experimental image across all LNP emission channels.

Finally, as a quality control, the *mrbles*.*References* can plot the reference spectra, the region used in the background spectrum, and store the reference spectra values in a text file (from the Pandas dataframe).

Unmixing MRBLEs LNP emission intensities and calculate LNP ratio images using *mrbles*.*Ratio* {#sec008}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To calculate per-bead LNP ratios and identify embedded codes, measured intensity profiles must first be converted from luminescent channel intensities ([Fig 4A](#pone.0203725.g004){ref-type="fig"}) into LNP channel contributions ([Fig 5B](#pone.0203725.g005){ref-type="fig"}). To do this, the *mrbles*.*Ratio* class linearly unmixes median per-pixel LNP emission intensities relative to the LNP 'reference' spectra calculated above \[[@pone.0203725.ref026]\]. The *mrbles*.*Ratio* unmixes the per-pixel intensity profiles of each image in each LNP emission channel into probable contributions from each LNP by calculating the least-squares solution to a linear matrix equation: $$\mathbf{A} \times \mathbf{X} = \mathbf{B}$$

![**A)** Original LNP emission channel images. **B)** Linear unmixed images using images from the LNP emission channels above. **C)** Ratiometric images resulting from division with the reference unmixed LNP (Europium).](pone.0203725.g004){#pone.0203725.g004}

![Code-ratio clusters prior and post alignment.\
Grey points are target points. Colored points are identified clusters. **A)** 3D scatter graph with clusters before point matching. **B)** 3D scatter graph with clusters after point matching, using Iterative Closest Point matching. **C)** 2D plot depicting post-classification code clustering and the per cluster 95%confidence interval (dotted line).](pone.0203725.g005){#pone.0203725.g005}

In this equation, ***A*** represents the 'reference spectrum' matrix for all LNP species; ***B*** contains pixel intensity information for all channels at a given location; and ***X*** represents the eigenvector solutions (linear weights reflecting likely contributions of each LNP species) for each pixel location. The *mrbles*.*Ratio* class then uses these weights to construct pseudo-intensity images for each LNP 'channel' ([Fig 4B](#pone.0203725.g004){ref-type="fig"}). As a final step, the class normalizes the images for each variable LNP channel by the intensity of each pixel in the invariant 'reference' LNP channel, yielding ratiometric images ([Fig 4C](#pone.0203725.g004){ref-type="fig"}). All of these images can be examined using the same syntax described in the image loading section (*e*.*g*. images\['Set B', 2, 'Tm'\]), making it possible to visually inspect the unmixed and ratio images.

Identifying embedded codes within each MRBLE via *mrbles*.*Extract* and *mrbles*.*Decode* {#sec009}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To calculate LNP ratios associated with each bead, the *mrbles*.*Extract* class: (1) identifies all pixels in the linearly unmixed and ratiometric images associated with each bead core, and then (2) calculates median LNP levels and ratios for all of these pixels. To remove objects that resemble beads under bright-field imaging but are not true encoded particles (*e*.*g*. air bubbles), *mrbles*.*Extract* can filter out particles with invariant LNP levels and unmixed background levels that deviate significantly from the calculated mean value (using a user-defined threshold with a default value of \> 2 standard deviations). This strategy ensures that all identified beads used in downstream analysis are actual MRBLEs with an accuracy of \> 99.9% \[[@pone.0203725.ref015]\].

Determining the identity of the analyte associated with each bead requires determining the most probable code assignment for a given observed LNP ratio. However, while cluster assignment is trivial in many cases, it can be complicated by situations in which individual clusters are missing or measured levels appear scaled from expected reference levels. Spectral codes are typically generated according to a desired target matrix, providing information that can be leveraged to improve code assignment. For robust matching of clusters with their appropriate codes, the *mrbles*.*Decode* class stretches, scales, and rotates the overall cluster pattern to match the original designed code target ratios by implementing an iterative closest point (ICP) matching algorithm \[[@pone.0203725.ref027]\]. Commonly used in reconstructing 3D surfaces from different scans, such as Computed Tomography (CT), MRI, and optical scans for surgery \[[@pone.0203725.ref028],[@pone.0203725.ref029]\], this algorithm minimizes the distances between two clouds of points or between the centroid positions of each cluster in the cloud and the nearest single points (in this case, the ratio cluster centroids and the target code ratios). In the final step, the *mrbles*.*Decode* class assigns ICP-transformed LNP ratio clusters (corresponding to unique MRBLE codes) to target code ratios using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM, *scikit-learn*) for supervised classification. Unlike *k*-means clustering, classification using a GMM is compatible with clusters with different variance and cluster sizes \[[@pone.0203725.ref030]\].

Visualizing the distribution of LNP ratios provides a convenient method to assess overall code quality, identify missing codes, and probe for spectral cross-talk between LNP species. After code assignment, the *mrbles*.*Decode* class can plot Dy/Ey, Sm/Eu, and Tm/Eu ratios for each bead in both 3D and 2D formats ([Fig 5](#pone.0203725.g005){ref-type="fig"}), and this function can be adapted for visualization of any 3 individual components of a coding scheme. Plotting the original LNP ratios can reveal, as mentioned before, scaling of the intended target ratios ([Fig 5A](#pone.0203725.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In this case of [Fig 5A](#pone.0203725.g005){ref-type="fig"}, there is a clear scaling of the Dy/Eu and Tm/Eu ratios caused by using reference beads containing different amounts of Dy and Tm than those used in the assay. These variations can also be caused by a change of experimental conditions (*e*.*g*. use of different buffer). Plotted transformed LNP ratios (post point matching) ([Fig 5B](#pone.0203725.g005){ref-type="fig"}) for a typical MRBLEs code set reveal well-separated and easily visualized clusters that are unambiguously assigned to specific code clusters ([Fig 5C](#pone.0203725.g005){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the standard deviation of identified code clusters increases with the mean level of each included LNP, consistent with expectations for a largely Poisson encapsulation process. The quantitative relationship between cluster standard deviation and embedded LNP levels for each bead further provides critical information for choosing target code levels that discriminate clusters at a particular confidence level (*e*.*g*. 5 standard deviations).

The *mrbles*.*Decode* class outputs several parameters that indicate the quality of code assignment, including: (1) the number of steps required to converge the ICP; (2) the number of clusters (codes) found; (3) any missing clusters (codes), based on given target ratios; and (4) the silhouette score, an indicator of tightness of clustering for all clusters ranging from 0 (no clustering) to 1 (a singular point). Upon completion of this part of the pipeline, *mrbles*.*Decode* assigns each bead a code and provides a log probability and a probability to assess the classification for each individual bead. Beads with a low probability can be eliminated to remove ambiguously classified beads, potentially increasing possible code space significantly.

Per-code data analysis summary via *mrbles*.*Analyze* {#sec010}
-----------------------------------------------------

The ultimate goal of multiplexed binding measurements is to quantify interactions between an experimental probe of interest and a variety of different analytes. This, in turn, requires aggregating per-bead information to calculate binding statistics at the per-analyte (per-code) level. The *mrbles*.*Analyze* class returns a graphical report containing aggregated information for all beads, with the amount of information returned depending on which portions of the pipeline were run. All reports include a histogram of diameters for all identified beads from the *mrbles*.*Find* analysis, allowing calculation of median size and any observed size variability ([Fig 6A](#pone.0203725.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Quality control and final signal figures.\
**A)** MRBLE size distribution **B)** Per-code MRBLE distribution **C)** Fluorophore (Cy5) vs LNP signal, to demonstrate minimal correlation. **D)** Histogram of various Dy/Eu ratio levels **E)** The Sm/Eu and Tm/Eu ratio levels corresponding to the Dy/Eu ratios depicted above. **F)** Final per-code signal.](pone.0203725.g006){#pone.0203725.g006}

For analyses that proceeded through the *mrbles*.*Decode* class, the report produces a variety of additional graphs for experimental quality assessment and analysis. To reveal any heterogeneity in the number of beads synthesized or sampled, the report displays a histogram showing the number of beads identified per code ([Fig 6B](#pone.0203725.g006){ref-type="fig"}). To probe for unwanted spectral cross-talk between LNP and fluorescence channels that could affect code calling or skew measured intensities, the report displays measured fluorescence intensity versus measured LNP ratios for each channel ([Fig 6C](#pone.0203725.g006){ref-type="fig"}). To assess the quality and separability of observed code clusters for code sets with 3 ratiometric coding axes, the report also displays three-dimensional code clustering data in a two-dimensional format ([Fig 6D and 6E](#pone.0203725.g006){ref-type="fig"}). First, measured intensities for a particular (user-specified) LNP ratio channel are binned and displayed as a histogram to reveal peaks associated with discrete ratiometric levels for that LNP ([Fig 6D](#pone.0203725.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Next, the calculated ratios for the other two LNP channels for all beads associated one of these peaks are displayed as two-dimensional scatter ([Fig 6E](#pone.0203725.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, to quantify binding for each analyte in the assay, the report generates a box-and-whiskers plot displaying measured fluorescence intensities for each bead code ([Fig 6F](#pone.0203725.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Additional information about the identity of the analyte associated with each code can be included by loading a delimited text file, allowing generation of this box-and-whiskers plot as a function of analyte identity rather than bead code.

Along with this graphical report, the *mrbles*.*Analyze* class also returns a Pandas dataframe containing per-code statistical data for the given fluorescent channel (*e*.*g*. mean, median SD, etc.), providing users with information required to perform custom downstream analysis.

Per-bead data analysis via *mrbles*.*Analyze* {#sec011}
---------------------------------------------

Aggregated analysis of per-code data can reveal the presence of outliers, excessive variance, or other unexplained phenomena. Diagnosing the mechanisms responsible often requires the ability to visually inspect beads associated with a particular code. To facilitate this, the *mrbles*.*Analyze* class can also return a per-bead report that contains: (1) images of each bead under bright-field illumination, a user-specified fluorescence channel, and in unmixed LNP channels; (2) images of pixel regions associated with the whole bead, core region, ring region, and background region; and (3) intensity values and other quantitative parameters associated with that bead (*e*.*g*. fluorescence channel intensity, ratio intensity per LNP ratio image) ([Fig 7](#pone.0203725.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Bead reports can be generated for all beads in the assay (with returned results sorted by code number or image number), only beads associated with a particular code, or only beads associated with a particular image. Due to the large amount of data generated by this report (*e*.*g*. a typical assay has over 2,000 beads with 12 images per bead, creating 12,000 images for a full report), this function runs in several nested loops to optimize for speed and provides an estimated time before proceeding.

![Example per-MRBLE image report.\
F = File number, I = Intensity in set region, and R = ratio.](pone.0203725.g007){#pone.0203725.g007}

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

The *mrbles* software package described here provides a flexible, open-source tool with broad applicability towards analyzing results from a variety of bead-based bioassays, including both standard and multiplexed assays on encoded beads. At the simplest level, the *mrbles*.*Find* class can be used to find beads in a set of bright-field images, facilitating fast and accurate determination of particle sizes and distributions for simple counting and aggregation experiments \[[@pone.0203725.ref031]--[@pone.0203725.ref033]\] At the next level of complexity, the *mrbles*.*Extract* class in tandem with the *mrbles*.*Find* class allows accurate bead segmentation and quantification of fluorescence for macromolecules that appear as a thin ring around bead perimeters, including antibody-antigen interactions \[[@pone.0203725.ref005]\], DNA binding interactions \[[@pone.0203725.ref007]\], and protein-peptide interactions \[[@pone.0203725.ref014]\]. Finally, adding the *mrbles*.*References* and *mrbles*.*Decode* classes make it possible to reliably identify spectral codes associated with beads encoded via ratiometric encoding, including those produced via 'on-the-fly' optical encoding \[[@pone.0203725.ref034]\] or Raman-based encoding \[[@pone.0203725.ref035]\]. In all cases, the *mrbles*.*Analyze* class returns valuable information at both the per-code and per-bead levels via creation of graphical reports and output of simple delimited text files. Finally, the open-source nature of this software package enables collective efforts to optimize or modify it for multiplexed bead assays or other future purposes.

Experimental methods {#sec013}
====================

*mrbles* package installation and use {#sec014}
-------------------------------------

The *mrbles* package is available within the Python Packaging Index (PyPI) environment, allowing installation via the simple command \"*pip install mrbles*\". It can then be imported as a module into any environment (including the command line, scripts, or a Jupyter notebook) using the command \"*import mrbles*". All source code is available through GitHub: <https://github.com/FordyceLab/MRBLEs>.

For demonstration and troubleshooting, the software package comes with a set of images from a MRBLEs assay measuring interactions between a fluorescently-labeled (Cy5) protein and peptides on different encoded beads. The package also includes example images for calculating individual LNP reference spectra, and a flat-field image for use in flat-field correcting measured Cy5 intensities. The GitHub repository also provides example Jupyter Notebook files analyzing these images with extensive explanations provided for each pipeline step described in this paper, following the structure of the software depicted in [Fig 2](#pone.0203725.g002){ref-type="fig"}. The source code is documented following Python NumPy docstring convention, giving users instant access to information to which parameters to provide and which methods are available. This documentation is also available on the GitHub Pages: <https://fordycelab.github.io/MRBLEs>.

*mrbles* package module and folder structure {#sec015}
--------------------------------------------

The *mrbles* package is structured in four main modules (files): [data]{.ul}, for the data structure classes and methods; [core]{.ul}, for the core functionality and algorithms; [report]{.ul}, for the quality control reports; and [pipeline]{.ul}, for the front end of the analysis package. The pipeline uses the classes and methods of the [core]{.ul}, [report]{.ul}, and [data]{.ul} modules and can be called at the root of the package (e.g. *mrbles*.*Images*). All classes and methods in the other modules are preceded by their module name (e.g. *mrbles*.*data*.*ImageDataFrame*). These module files can be found in the "mrbles" folder in the source code available on GitHub. Additionally, the repository has an "examples" folder holding Jupyter Notebook examples; a "docs" folder for documentation generated from the inline docstrings; and a "data" folder containing example assay images, example reference images, a flat-field image, and input information files.

MRBLEs assay {#sec016}
------------

Images and data used in this paper are of a MRBLEs 48-plex peptide library composed of systematic variations within known calcineurin peptide substrates, and a scrambled peptide control. Peptides were attached to the MRBLE beads by solid state peptide synthesis, as described previously \[[@pone.0203725.ref015]\]. The MRBLE beads were passivated with blocking buffer (0.1% v/v TWEEN 20, 5% w/v bovine serum albumin, in 1X phosphate buffered saline, pH = 7.5, Sigma-Aldrich) overnight at 4 °C on a rotator. Afterwards, the blocking buffer was exchanged with binding buffer (50 mM Tris pH = 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% v/v TWEEN 20, Sigma-Aldrich) with three cycles of pelleting, decanting, and resuspension. The experiment was performed with varying concentration of calcineurin containing a 6xHis-tag (expressed and purified \[[@pone.0203725.ref036]\]). Prior to incubation, calcineurin (2.5 μM) was labeled with anti-6xHis-DyLight-650-antibody (Abcam, ab117504) in a 1:1 ratio in binding buffer for 1 hour at 4 °C. For each concentration of CN:α-6xHis-Dy650 complex (100, 250, 500, and 1,000 nM) approximately 3,000 beads were incubated in a final volume of 100 μL. All the tubes were left on a rotator at 4 °C for \~ 6 hours and then imaged after decanting and washing once with wash buffer (0.1% v/v TWEEN 20, 1X phosphate buffer saline, pH = 7.5).

MRBLEs imaging {#sec017}
--------------

For imaging, MRBLEs were loaded on a quartz glass slide (Electron Microscopy Sciences, 75 mm x 25 mm, 1 mm thick, cat. \# 72250--03), covered with a quartz coverslip (Electron Microscopy Sciences, 25 mm x 25 mm, 0.2 mm thick, cat. \# 72250--02) and placed on a Nikon inverted Ti-E microscope for imaging ([Fig 1B](#pone.0203725.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Deep UV and bright-field illumination were provided by a Xenon arc lamp equipped with a 292/27 nm bandpass filter (Semrock) and a 409 nm longpass filter (Semrock), for UV and bright-field respectively, directed through a UV-extended range liquid light guide (Sutter) mounted via a custom 3D printed assembly in place of the microscope condenser above the sample. An additional longpass UV-rejection OD2 filter (Edmund Optics, cat. \# 49024) was placed on top of the objective (below the sample). Fluorescence excitation was provided by a SOLA light engine (Lumencor) directed through a variety of standard fluorescence filter cubes (Semrock) mounted in a motorized filter turret. To image LNP emission, light emitted by the sample was passed through multiple filters (435/40, 474/10, 536/40, 546/6, 572/15, 620/14, 630/92, 650/13, and 780/25, Semrock) mounted in a motorized filter wheel (Sutter Instruments) and imaged on an sCMOS camera (Andor). All images were acquired at 2x binning using a 4x objective (Nikon CFI Plan Fluor) with exposure times per channel of 200, 450, 200, 200, 300, 200, 150, 350, 700 ms, respectively.

Flat field correction images {#sec018}
----------------------------

The flat-field image for channel was generated from taking images of a highly concentrated dye solution (for Cy5 or similar dyes: 100 mg∙mL^-1^ Erioglaucine disodium salt in water, Sigma-Aldrich) with the same quartz slide and coverslip as used in the MRBLEs assay. The solution was sonicated for one hour and then filtered (0.20 μm, MilliPore) prior to use. The slide with 20 μL of dye solution was image in a tiled (9 x 9) arrangement with an overlap of 50%. Using Fiji \[[@pone.0203725.ref037]\], a median image was created from these 81 images. Additionally, a mean dark-field image was created from taking 500 images with a blanked camera to record the intrinsic noise pattern of the camera. This dark-field image was subtracted from the median dye solution image to produce a flat-field image \[[@pone.0203725.ref024],[@pone.0203725.ref025]\].

mrbles.Find {#sec019}
-----------

Imaging default settings were optimized for polyethylene glycol beads that subtend \~ 10--20 pixels (35--70 μm beads). Current adaptive thresholding algorithm (*opencv*) default settings are set to a moving block size of 15 pixels, with a threshold of 11; the watershed algorithm uses the software package's own default setting (*scikit-image*). Default settings for total area and eccentricity are set to 50--150% of accepted bead size and a maximum of 0.65, respectively. The bead finding processes is optimized for parallel computing (*multiprocessing*) to speed up the process. This option can be disabled, since this option is slower on computers with limited resources.

mrbles.Ratio {#sec020}
------------

In [Eq 1](#pone.0203725.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}, ***A*** is a *c* x *r* matrix of intensities in which each row contains intensity information for a particular (LNP) emission channel (*c*), and each column contains the reference (*r*) intensities for a different (LNP) species and the background (*e*.*g*. 9 channels with 5 reference spectra: 9 x 5); ***B*** is a *c* x *p* matrix of observed intensities with each row containing the LNP channel intensity, and each column the pixel (*p*) intensity for each pixel in the corresponding (flattened) image (*e*.*g*. 9 channel images with each 96 x 96 = 9,216 pixels: 9 x 9,216); and ***X*** is a *r* x *p* matrix in which each row contains the contributions for each spectra most likely to have produced the observed pattern, and the columns the contribution for each pixel (*e*.*g*. combining mentioned example matrix shape: 5 x 9,216). These images are then reconstructed to its original image size from the input (*e*.*g*. 5 x 96 x 96), resulting in a pseudo-intensity image for each LNP 'channel' ([Fig 4B](#pone.0203725.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

mrbles.Decode {#sec021}
-------------

The ICP part of this class is a distance minimization function that uses a pairwise distance function (*scikit-learn*) to return the distance from all ratios from each bead to all target ratios. First, the target ratio closest to each bead's ratio is chosen as its matched code ratio. Next, the least squares solution (*NumPy*) is used to find a new transformation matrix, where ***A*** is the distance matrix for all beads, ***B*** the matched code ratios for all beads, and ***X*** the eigenvector solutions for the transformation matrix. This transformation matrix can be divided into a scaling/rotation matrix (***T***) and the offset vector (***o***), which are used to calculate the cost function for distance minimization: $$\Delta = \frac{\sum{\left( {\mathbf{T}_{new} - \mathbf{T}_{old}} \right)^{2} + {\sum\left( {\mathbf{o}_{new} - \mathbf{o}_{old}} \right)^{2}}}}{{\sum\mathbf{T}_{new}^{2}} + {\sum\mathbf{o}_{new}^{2}}}$$

ICP is sensitive to outliers and overfitting, and therefore requires a proper initial scaling transformation and initial offset in order to find a global minimum. Empirical testing has revealed that generating an initial scaling transformation created by dividing the standard deviation (SD) of the ratios for each LNP dimension by the spread of the target ratio levels (SD) in each dimension works well as an initial transformation. This avoids an initial transformation based on outliers and correctly accounts for missing clusters on the outside of the ratio code space. To compensate for missing or shifted clusters or outliers within the ratio code space, the top percentile (typically 0.1--1%, adjustable with a default of 1%) of points with the furthest Euclidean distance from the target point is removed from the least squares fit at each iteration.

The final code classification is done by GMM (*scikit-learn*) in full variance mode, allowing variable variance for each LNP dimension, with supervised learning by using the target ratios (codes). Each code is given equal initial weighting, assuming there are approximately equal amounts of each code, and an initial covariance matrix (default sigma: 10^−5^). The GMM returns the assigned code for each bead and the log probability and probability of this assignment (using the LogSumExp algorithm, see *scikit-learn* documentation and \[[@pone.0203725.ref038]\]). Confidence interval ellipses for each cluster are calculated from the computed eigenvalues (magnitude in each direction, *e*.*g*. 1.96 × **v** × 2 for 95%) and eigenvectors (angle of ellipse) of the GMM covariance matrix (*numpy*) \[[@pone.0203725.ref039]\].
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